
 

Donbas Livelihoods Working Group meeting 

“Access to credit for war-affected individuals and businesses” 

Slovyansk, January 15, 2018 

 

Organizations in attendance: People in Need (PiN), Danish Refugee Council (DRC), Norwegian Refugee 

Council (NRC), Caritas Ukraine (CA), Resource.Assistance.Development (RAD), International Organization for 

Migration (IOM), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), 

Triangle GH (TGH), Agriculture and Rural Development Assistance (ARDS) 

 

At the beginning of the meeting all the organizations present shared a brief update on their programming. 

Then each gave their perspective on the issue of access to credit, including the results of assessments and 

surveys.  

 

DRC is looking into two directions related to credit: access to credit for small/medium enterprises (up to 

$100,000) and access to housing loans for IDPs. A joint assessment was conducted with PiN, UNDP and other 

agencies that surveyed earlier beneficiaries of humanitarian programs. 90% expressed interest in housing 

loans.  

 

10-11% is the interest rate most often cited as desirable by those surveyed.  

 

DRC hired a consultant to help develop a mechanism to increase access to loans through Ukrainian banks. 

The model that seems to have the most potential is for an international NGO to use donor money to create 

a guaranty fund for a Ukrainian bank that could then give loans in the Donbas with more confidence. Some 

issues involved are whether the National Bank would allow such a mechanism, whether it would make the 

NGO a “credit provision institution” which are regulated under Ukrainian law.  

 

Difficult to move forward in discussions with banks without a clear donor. Ministry of Temporarily Occupied 

Territories and IDPs (MinTOT) is very interested in this idea. So is KfW, which has begun some discussions 

with state-owned UkrGazBank. But developing mechanism could take several more years. DRC, PiN and 

MinTOT are planning a joint presentation on this issue in Kyiv in February.   

Find a donor tolerant of risk will be a challenge. Much of the guaranty fund could be eaten up by the exchange 

rate, part by failed loans. The NGO would contribute value by doing due diligence for the bank, particularly 

by bringing in successful recipients of humanitarian livelihood assistance.  

 

RAD raised the issue of moral hazard – if loan recipients know that an international NGO will guarantee their 

loan, will they act less responsibly? PiN raised the issue that bank employees, knowing about the loan 

guarantee might be tempted towards corrupt practices with loan recipients. DRC said that careful selection 

of loan recipients will be needed. NRC pointed out that loan recipients would still have to present collateral 

and that this could be used as the first source of repaying a failed loan, which would mean they would be 

less motivated to act recklessly. Also, the value of such a program might be showing Ukrainian banks the 

creditworthiness of Donbas businesses.  



FAO presented on the four kinds of credit that Donbas businesses can use: 1) bank loans, 2) microfinance 

mechanisms (credit unions, for instance), 3) supplier credit and 4) forward contracts. 

 

Bank donors (EBRD, World Bank, KfW, IFC) are hard for NGOs to work with because they tend to do the work 

themselves.  

 

Working with banks complicated by the lack of local banks in the Donbas. National banks are not interested 

in regional programs, and sometimes are not even allowed to organize them. For NGOs to work with banks 

to develop a new financial product is not realistic – it takes several years to do this. Better to use existing 

products and, for instance, compensate part of the interest payment.  

 

The government-run Ukrainian Donetsk Kurkul program in Donetska Oblast compensated a large part of the 

interest payments from some business loan recipients. At first this mechanism did not work very effectively, 

but after a year it gained popularity. In 2018 about $425 thousand will be available through this program for 

covering interest payments of business loans. Luhanska Oblast will open a similar program. 

 

Credit unions can use more diverse financial mechanisms. But they have some other drawbacks, especially 

the higher interest rate.  

 

Supplier credit (providing inputs based on promise of future payment) is very popular in Ukraine and has high 

potential. NGOs could pick their “target group” of beneficiaries by picking the kind of supplier company they 

worked with. For example, in Luhanska Oblast some milk processing plants (Bilovodsk) are considering 

offering milk collection and cooling equipment to small dairy farmers on credit to improve their stability of 

supply. The now controversial (Russian owned) Gloria Jeans company would offer rural sewing workshops 

credit to get started in small towns.  

 

CA pointed out that according to their research, retail business has the greatest demand for credit. This 

started a conversation about what kind of businesses should be the target of NGO programs of credit 

accessibility. Retail? There is some risk that they will spend money on inventory and not on expanding their 

business. Manufacturing? Only small manufacturers, large are beyond our scope and already have better 

access to credit. Agreement on agriculture. However, FAO pointed out that many farmers need credit just to 

meet basic needs – tractors and other equipment- and not to improve processing or storage in a way that 

would create new jobs.  

 

Unique issues of credit for farmers: large agro-enterprises have no problems with credit, banks are lined up 

to serve them. Mid-size farmers have much more difficulty, smallholder (OСГ) farmers basically have no 

access to credit at all. In the Donbas farmers cannot use their future harvest as a loan deposit. 

 

PiN shared their impressions about access to credit. Seems to be a lot of conflicting information from 

different businesses. Sometimes “everything is awful, credit is an enormous problem”, sometimes 

“everything is okay.” Experience shows that sometimes those who complain of poor access are just not 

creditworthy.  

 



6 national banks are presently offering business loans in the Donbas, but the actual volume seems to be very 

small. For instance Raiffeisen has zeroed in on its “best 100” clients and is serving them but not others. Some 

banks pass on Donbas loan applications to Kyiv, where they often die. Seems to be unofficial restrictions on 

loans to Donbas businesses.  

 

Loan applicants from Donbas held back from restrictions on the use of mortgages as a deposit in the ATO 

zone. 

 

In Ukraine 15-20 of the remaining 90 banks work with small/medium business. Poor development of the 

financial products needed for this segment.  

 

PiN is somewhat pessimistic that there really are enough credit-worthy businesses in the Donbas to make 

such a program work. So many have relocated since the start of the conflict. Consumer purchasing power is 

so low in the region.  Competition with the shadow economy (especially after declaration of moratorium on 

audits by government bodies came into effect) undercuts the competitive position of registered companies.  

 

RAD added to FAO comments by saying that the largest underserved group in terms of credit is the rural 

poor, who are basically cut out of the financial system. But not clear what mechanism can be used to reach 

them. Mid-size family farmers are very credit-worthy and deserving, but indeed will probably use loans to 

buy farm equipment, which is unlikely to create many new jobs (even if it improves economic performance 

of the farms). What RAD heard from focus groups on credit in rural Luhanska Oblast communities: we need 

loans up to 10000 UAH, 6-12 months, 1.5% interest per month (18% annually), would be willing to have 

neighbors be loan guarantors.  

 

IOM has hired a consultant to conduct a feasibility study on loan mechanisms for war-affected businesses. 

Results will be presented in a few months.  

 

ICRC met with Oschadbank to discuss possible mechanisms, learned that UNICEF already works with the bank 

to make loans for “social entrepreneurship” more accessible. ICRC considered supporting a local NGO that 

would be a credit provision institution, but internal rules don’t allow this so set the idea aside. 

 

Conclusions 

1. Too bad that UNDP was not present, they are also working on this issue. We need to reach out to 

them for information and interaction. What  

2. Also would be good to learn the plans of Donetska and Luhanska Oblast administrations about 

“Kurkul” programs 

3. Would be good to learn more about UNICEF’s work with Oschadbank 

4. We should continue discussion in meetings once every two or three months  

 

 

 

 

Working group is chaired by Resource.Assistance.Development (RAD) who also prepared these minutes.  


